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Abstract

With growing worldwide trade, container terminals have grown in number and size. Many new terminals are now automated to increase operational efficiency. The key focus is on improving seaside processes, where a distinction can be made between single quay crane operations (all quay cranes are either loading or unloading containers) and overlapping quay crane operations (some quay cranes are loading while others are unloading containers). From existing studies, it is not clear if the design insights obtained from analyzing single operations, such as optimal stack layout, are consistent with the insights obtained from analyzing overlapping operations. In this paper, we develop new integrated stochastic
models for analyzing the performance of overlapping loading and unloading operations that capture the complex stochastic interactions among quayside, vehicle, and stackside processes. Using these integrated models, we are able to show that there are stack layout configurations that are robust for both single (either loading or unloading) and for overlapping (both loading and unloading) operations.
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1 Introduction and Literature Review

With over 90% of the global trade carried over sea, the maritime containerization market is projected to reach 731 million TEU by 2017 (Global Industry Analysts Inc. [2013]). Sea transport is regarded as the most economical mode of transport especially for the movement of international cargo. As shipping liners are demanding higher service levels, container terminals need to be designed to optimize performance objectives, such as, for example, reducing service times and improving crane productivity. Some recent technological advancements include multi-trolley quay cranes that are developed to improve the crane productivity, multiple automated stacking cranes per stack block to improve efficiencies at the stackside, and automated lifting vehicles to improve container transport times. While technology plays a big role in improving system performance, optimal design principles help to leverage the potential of an automated technology to the fullest.

In this study, we assume that the handling of containers within the terminal is executed by a fleet of quay cranes (QCs), automated lifting vehicles (ALVs), and automated stacking cranes (ASCs)(See Figure 1). When a ship berths, one or multiple quay cranes are assigned to the ship to unload the containers depending on the size of the ship. The quay cranes
position the containers at the quayside buffer locations. ALVs transfer the containers from the quayside to a prespecified stack block. After reaching the stack block buffer lanes, the inbound containers are dropped off. Next, an ASC picks up the container and stacks it in the stack block. Due to varying bay sizes in the vessel (greater at the middle compared to the front and the rear), the container unloading operation is typically completed sooner in the front and the rear areas of the ship than in the other areas. The quay cranes that previously unloaded inbound containers from the front and rear portions of the ship are assigned to load the outbound containers in the empty locations of the ship. This assignment marks the inception of the overlapping phase, when both loading and unloading operations are executed simultaneously. When all unloading has finished, the overlapping phase transfers to the loading phase, when all cranes load the vessel. Cranes that have finished their bays can be transferred to adjacent vessels.

Managing simultaneous loading and unloading of containers is a complex task because this operation demands coordination among the ALVs, the QCs, and the ASCs that transfer the containers from the stackside to the quayside or vice versa. The terminal throughput performance with overlapping operations depends on multiple design and operational control parameters. For instance, the vehicle to container assignment depends on the vehicle’s current location and the next task to be performed. A vehicle that has just completed unloading operation and dwells near the stack lanes may be preferred if the next operation is a loading operation. Further, throughput performance may be affected by the topology of the vehicle travel path (including the number of shortcuts between the quayside and the stackside) and the configuration of the stack block layout. The sequence in which quay cranes are assigned to process loading and unloading operations may also impact throughput times, due to the topology of the vehicle guide path.

Many researchers have focused on performance analysis of specific container terminal
design aspects. For an overview of the literature on container terminal modeling, see Gharehgozli et al. [2014b]; Stahlbock and Voß [2008]; Steenken et al. [2005]; Vis and De Koster [2003]. However, little research has focused on modeling and developing design insights for container terminal under joint loading and unloading operations. Existing research on modeling and design of container terminal operations can be broadly classified into two categories depending on the type of system under investigation: 1) isolated system research, focusing on one of the three processes: quayside, vehicle transport, or stackside operations, and 2) integrated system research, where the three processes and their interactions are studied together as one integrated operation. We discuss both streams of research.

Research on isolated systems focuses on developing optimization and simulation models
to address operational issues such as scheduling of container storage and retrieval operations (Vis and Roodbergen [2009], Gharehgozli et al. [2014a]), routing algorithms for transfer cranes (Kim and Kim [1999]), quay crane scheduling (Kim and Park [2004], Liang et al. [2009]), and workload management at yard cranes (Ng [2005]).

The second stream of research focuses on evaluating design decisions of systems in interaction. Using detailed simulation models, researchers have studied the performance and cost trade-offs using different type of vehicles for intra-terminal container transport: multi-trailers, automated guided vehicles (AGVs) or ALVs (see Duinkerken et al. [2007], Vis and Harika [2004]). Simulation models developed to analyze operational rules such as the effect of vehicle dispatching policies, e.g., by De Koster et al. [2004]. Briskorn et al. [2007] show that an inventory-based vehicle dispatching policy is more robust than a due-date based vehicle dispatching policy. Bae et al. [2011] compare the operational performance of an integrated system with two types of vehicles (ALVs and AGVs). Through simulation experiments, they show that the ALVs reach the same productivity level as the AGVs using fewer vehicles due to the self-lifting capability. Canonaco et al. [2008] simulate the assignment of QCs to the holds of a vessel, the assignment of straddle carriers to the QCs, and the sequencing of loading and unloading operations. Detailed simulation models have also been developed to analyze strategies for controlling dual-load vehicles and yard crane systems in real time within a fully-integrated, stochastic container terminal environment (see Petering et al. [2009], Petering [2010]), and also understanding the effect of yard allocation policies on QC throughput rate (see Petering [2009]).

Some researchers have focused on an analytical approach. Li and Vairaktarakis [2004] develop algorithms to optimize the time needed for simultaneous loading and unloading operations with a fleet of trucks that move the containers from the quayside (single QC) to the stackside and vice versa. Goodchild and Daganzo [2006] attempt to reduce the
turn-around time of a ship by formulating the double-cycling problem (QC loading and unloading containers in one cycle) as a scheduling problem, which can be solved optimally. Bish [2003] examines the vehicle dispatching problem for loading and unloading containers to and from ships and develops greedy heuristic algorithms to determine job schedules, which are optimal for a single ship-single crane combination, and minimizes the overall dwell time of a ship at the terminal. Analytical models have also been developed to analyze terminal design decisions. For instance, Hoshino et al. [2007] proposed an optimal design methodology for an AGV transportation system by using a combination of closed queuing networks.

To date, practitioners have primarily developed detailed simulation models to design new terminals or improve the efficiency of existing terminal operations (see TBA BV [2010]). However, while simulations can help for detailed analysis, the complexity and interactions involved make such models prohibitively expensive and time consuming if used for generating and selecting designs (Edmond and Maggs [2009]). In this regard, integrated queuing network models can help to rapidly evaluate and identify optimal container terminal designs (with a short model development and setup time). Roy and De Koster [2012] developed an analytical, integrated model of a container terminal, focusing on either loading or unloading operations. Using an analytical model, they identified the optimal choice for the vehicle dwell point, the optimal layout of the stack, and the vehicle guide path. However, in the case of many deep-sea vessels, substantial time is spent in the overlapping phase, when some QCs may still be unloading the vessel while others have already started loading certain bays of the vessel. It is important to start loading the vessel as early as possible to minimize berthing time. The contribution of this research is to develop an integrated analytical model (using a combination of open and semi-open queuing networks) for analyzing the overlapping unloading and loading operations in a container terminal and to develop
an efficient (parametric decomposition-based) high-quality solution approach.

It is not at all clear whether design decisions for single operations (such as the design of the stack layout) also hold true for overlapping operations. As an example, we evaluate one such design decision in this paper: what is the most efficient stack configuration (number of stack blocks, number of rows per stack block, number of bays, and number of tiers per block) for overlapping operations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the overlapping operations at a container terminal. The queuing network model developed to analyze the performance of a terminal with integrated overlapping operations is described in Section 3. In Sections 4, 5, and 6, we develop models for analyzing the QC, vehicle movement, and ASC processes in isolation. The model integration is described in Section 7. The numerical experiments and design insights are presented in Sections 8 and 9, respectively. The conclusions are drawn in Section 10.

2 Description of Overlapping Operations

In Figure 2, we describe the overlapping operations at the quayside. Consider a scenario with three quay cranes (QC1, QC2, and QC3). The x-axis denotes time. The three QCs, QC1, QC2, and QC3, start unloading containers from the vessel at time zero. Note that QC1 completes the unloading operation and starts to load containers at time t1 while QC2 and QC3 are still unloading containers. Likewise, at time t4, QC1 completes its ship loading operation and is assigned to another ship S2 for unloading, while QC2 and QC3 are still loading containers into S1.

Based on Figure 2, Table 1 includes the operational phases for the three quay cranes
at various time intervals. For instance, the time intervals: $[0, t_1)$, $[t_1, t_2)$, and $[t_2, t_3)$ correspond to phase 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In this research, we develop an analytical model for a terminal configuration corresponding to a particular operational phase (time interval). For each operational phase, some QCs are dedicated to unloading containers from a vessel whereas the others load containers onto a vessel. Therefore, to determine aggregated performance measures (expected throughput time of unloading or loading a container), these measures should be weighted across the different time intervals. Also note that we model the berthing space of one vessel. Once loading/unloading operations on a vessel are complete, another vessel arrives and loading/unloading operations are repeated again.

Table 1: Phases of overlapping operations for vessel, $S_1$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QC/Time</th>
<th>$[0, t_1)$</th>
<th>$[t_1, t_2)$</th>
<th>$[t_2, t_3)$</th>
<th>$[t_3, t_4)$</th>
<th>$[t_4, t_5)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QC$_1$</td>
<td>Unload</td>
<td>Load</td>
<td>Load</td>
<td>Load</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QC$_2$</td>
<td>Unload</td>
<td>Unload</td>
<td>Load</td>
<td>Load</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QC$_3$</td>
<td>Unload</td>
<td>Unload</td>
<td>Unload</td>
<td>Load</td>
<td>Load</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the basic nodes of the queuing model remain the same across different time periods,
the routing of the containers in the network varies depending on the operational phase. Since the performance of QC operation depends on the interaction between the transport and storage systems, we need an integrated model to capture these stochastic interactions. The steady-state performance measures such as the expected container handling times can be used to measure internal efficiencies, benchmark terminal performance, and develop design insights for overlapping operations.

In the next section, we describe the modeling assumptions and the model development approach for the quayside, vehicle transport, and stackside processes.

3 Queuing Network Model: Assumptions and Approach

3.1 Assumptions

To analyze the performance of a container terminal with overlapping operations, we consider an ALV-based terminal whose layout is based on input data from the ECT terminal in Rotterdam, (see De Koster et al. [2004]). We consider the space required for berthing a jumbo vessel. However, the layout can be easily extended to consider the berthing of multiple ships. The layout shown in Figure 3 broadly comprises three areas: quayside, vehicle transport, and stackside. The quayside area includes $N_q$ quay cranes that are spaced equidistant from each other. The vehicle transport area includes a guided path that supports the movement of the ALVs (see Table 2 for notations used in the layout). The unidirectional travel path joins the quayside buffer lanes and the stackside buffer lanes. The travel path has a set of shortcuts that reduces travel time from quayside to stackside. The shortcut paths run from quayside to stackside, but not in the opposite direction. The existing literature, for example, Vis and Harika [2004], typically considers a travel path
with a single loop, which undoubtedly simplifies the model, but reduces its validity. Our layout captures the topological constraints imposed at modern container terminals.

Figure 3: Layout of the container terminal used in this research

During unloading operations, a container typically goes through six handling phases: (1) it waits on the vessel for the QC to handle it, (2) it is unloaded by the QC, (3) it waits for an ALV in the QC buffer lane, (4) it is transported by the ALV, (5) it waits on the ground for ASC service, and (6) it is loaded by an ASC and put into a stack. The loading operations are executed in reverse order, where the container first waits on the stack for the ASC and the loading process concludes when the QC loads the container on the vessel. The load and unload throughput times includes the time spent by the container during the six phases. We now state the modeling assumptions for the three processes present in the model for overlapping operations.
Table 2: Notations used in Figure 3 as well as used to obtain the service time expressions for the vehicle transport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_q$</td>
<td>Number of QCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{qu}$</td>
<td>Number of QCs unloading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{ql}$</td>
<td>Number of QCs loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{qu}$</td>
<td>Ordered set of QCs unloading containers, $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{ql}$</td>
<td>Ordered set of QCs loading containers, $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{bq}$</td>
<td>Number of buffer locations per QC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_s$</td>
<td>Number of stacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_s$</td>
<td>Width of a stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{bs}$</td>
<td>Width between stacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_e$</td>
<td>Distance between last stack along X-axis (both ends)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{bl}$</td>
<td>Distance between two tracks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{bq}$</td>
<td>Distance between two buffer lanes at quayside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{ex}$</td>
<td>Distance between entrance and exit of each shortcut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{in}$</td>
<td>Distance between exit of one shortcut and entrance of another shortcut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{sl}$</td>
<td>Length of buffer lane at stackside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{l}$</td>
<td>Length of path before first shortcut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_l$</td>
<td>Width of vehicle path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{sq}(i)$</td>
<td>Number of shortcut paths that can be used by ALVs originating from QC $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{sr}(i)$</td>
<td>Number of stack blocks after shortcut of each QC $i$ (to the right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{sb}(i)$</td>
<td>Closest shortcut path index to access stack block $i$ from the QC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{t}^{v}$, $U_{t}^{v}$</td>
<td>Container loading and unloading time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_v$</td>
<td>Vehicle velocity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quayside Process:** We consider QCs with only one trolley. Each QC processes either unloading or loading transactions during the phase of an overlapping operation (single cycle). The container arrival processes for both loading (stackside) and unloading (quayside) transactions are modeled as bursty (CV>1 or CV=1, Poisson).

The containers to be unloaded are randomly assigned to any QC allocated to process unloading operations. Likewise, the containers to be loaded are randomly assigned to any QC allocated to process loading operations. The dwell point of the QC trolley is the point
of service completion. We consider infinite buffer lane space for vehicles parking near the quay cranes. Note that this assumption is not unreasonable because vehicles can park near the quay cranes if there is no availability in the buffer space.

**Vehicle Transport Process:** We only consider ALVs, which can autonomously pick up and set down containers in the absence of other equipment. Vehicles have a carrying capacity of one container (TEU). Vehicles are not dedicated to QCs; they are allowed to process loading and unloading operations consecutively (double cycling). Note that a vehicle at the stackside may be better suited to process a loading operation than an unloading operation. Therefore, we also consider preferential vehicle assignment later. Vehicles follow a point-of-service-completion dwell point policy i.e., they dwell at the stackside after processing unloading requests and dwell at the quayside after processing loading requests.

**Stackside Process:** There is one ASC per stack block, which can process both loading and unloading operations in a single phase of the overlapping operations. Note that this assumption holds in practice, because a container may need to be unloaded from a stack and another container may need to be loaded into the same stack. Containers are randomly assigned to any ASC during loading and unloading operations so that the workload is uniformly distributed among ASCs. The total number of storage locations is fixed, but we vary the number of stacks \((N_s)\), number of rows per stack \((N_r)\), bays per stack \((N_b)\), and tiers per stack \((N_t)\). To capture the variation in service time of ASC operations (hoisting, lowering, trolleying, and gantrying) involved in placing containers in the stack, we generate a random storage location (stack, row, bay, and tier) for each unloaded and loaded container. The dwell point of the ASCs is the point of service completion. We again assume infinite buffer space for vehicle parking at each ASC location.
3.2 Modeling Approach

We now briefly describe the approach to develop the integrated analytical model for a container terminal with overlapping operations. We first develop the individual models the QCs, the ASCs, and the ALV movement. The QC and the ASC resources are modeled using single server stations. However, modeling the ALV movement is challenging. The ALVs receive processing requests from QC resources for unloading and from ASC resources for loading. We model interactions between ALVs and container arrivals using a multi-class semi-open Queuing Network with class-switching. The interactions among the three resource types (QCs, ASCs, and ALVs) are captured using the first and the second moment information for the inter-departure times from the resources. Then we link the three sub-models using an iterative convergence (IC) algorithm to capture the stochastic interactions among the upstream and downstream processes. We now introduce three high-level steps (see Figure 4). In Step 1, we analyze the performance of the QCs unloading containers from the vessel. In Step 2, we use the departure process information from the QCs to analyze the performance of the vehicle subnetwork and the ASC resources processing both loading and unloading operations. Finally, we use the departure process information for the load (export) containers from the vehicle subnetwork to analyze the performance of QCs loading containers into the vessel. The steps of the modeling approach can be summarized as follows:

**Step 1:** Evaluate the performance of the QCs processing unloading operations

**Step 2:** Replace the vehicle closed queuing subnetwork with an equivalent load dependent queue and evaluate the performance of the vehicle network and stack cranes through an iterative convergence algorithm

- Estimate the arrival process and departure process for the vehicle network
• Evaluate the performance of the vehicle network using a CTMC with a Cox-2 inputs
• Evaluate the performance of the ASCs

**Step 3:** Evaluate the performance of the QCs processing loading operations

![Figure 4: Stochastic interactions among the resources and the modeling approach](image)

We describe the models for the individual processes in the subsequent sections. In the model description, we commonly use terms of the form, \( p_{i,j,k} (m) \) (see Table 3), where \( p \) could take one of the following forms: \( \lambda^{-1} \) (container mean inter-arrival or inter-departure times depending on the value of component \( i \)), \( c^2 \) (squared coefficient of variation of inter-arrival or inter-departure times depending on the value of component \( i \)), \( \mu^{-1} \) (mean service time for the QC or ASC depending on component \( j \)), \( \lambda \), and \( \mu \) (arrival and service rates of the containers to the QC, ALV, or ASC depending on component \( j \)). Symbol \( i \) represents either \( a \) (arrival) or \( d \) (departure). Alternatively, symbol \( i \) is omitted if the process itself is consid-
ered – hence not the arrivals to, or the departures from the process. Symbol $j$ corresponds to one of the three resources $q$ (QC), $s$ (ASC), or $t$ (ALV). Symbol $k$ corresponds to either $u$ unloading or $l$ loading operation. Finally, symbol $m$ corresponds to the resource index.

<p>| Table 3: Description of frequently used term of the form $p_{ijk}(m)$. For instance, $c_{a_{qu}}^2(i)$ denotes the squared coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival ($a$) times for the QC ($q$) index $i$ processing unloading ($u$) operations. |
|-----------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$\lambda^{-1}/\mu^{-1} / \mu$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>$a/d$ (arrival/departure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$j$</td>
<td>$q/s/t$ (QC/ASC/transport (ALV))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$u/l$ (unloading/loading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>resource index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Model for QCs

One set of QCs are dedicated to unloading containers from the vessel while the rest are dedicated to loading containers onto the vessel. To unload a container, the QC’s trolley moves from its dwell point to the container pick-up location in the vessel, and repositions the container at the quayside buffer lane. Likewise, to load a container, the QC’s trolley moves from its dwell point to the container pick-up location at the buffer lane, and then positions the container in the vessel. The queueing model for the QC models the congestion at the quayside. Both type of QC resources, loading and unloading, are modeled as $GI/G/1$ queues.

The objective of the QC queuing model (for unloading operations) is to estimate the performance measures, and the squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of the inter-departure times from the QC resources ($c_{a_{qu}}^2(i)$). The inputs to the model are the first moment and
the SCV of the inter-arrival times to the QCs \((λ_\text{aqu}^{-1}(i) \text{ and } c^2_\text{aqu}(i))\), and the QC \(i\) service times \((µ_\text{qu}^{-1}(i) \text{ and } c^2_\text{qu}(i))\) where \(i = \{1, \ldots, N_\text{qu}\}\). Let \(λ_\text{a}^u\) be the overall container arrival rate for unloading operations. Due to the thinning process, the arrival process to the QCs assigned for unloading operations are also Poisson with rate \(λ_\text{aqu}(i) = \frac{λ_\text{a}^u}{N_\text{qu}}\). With these input parameters, each QC queue is modeled as a GI/G/1 queue and the performance measures such as expected waiting time \((W_\text{qu}(i))\), crane utilization \((U_\text{qu}(i))\) and the SCV of the inter-departure times are estimated using two-moment approximation results, Whitt [1983] (Equations 4-5). Expected unload throughput time, \(E[T_\text{u}^q]\), is obtained using the sum of the expected waiting time, \(W_\text{qu}(i)\), and expected service time, \(µ_\text{qu}^{-1}(i)\). Equations 6 and 7 provide the aggregated SCV and the mean of the inter-arrival times, \(c^2_\text{atu}\) and \(λ^{-1}_\text{atu}\), for the unloaded containers to the vehicle network, respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
λ_\text{aqu}(i) &= \frac{λ_\text{u}^a}{N_\text{qu}} \quad (1) \\
U_\text{qu}(i) &= \frac{λ_\text{aqu}(i)}{µ_\text{qu}(i)} \quad (2) \\
c^2_\text{aqu}(i) &= \frac{c^2_\text{aqu}}{N_\text{qu}} + \left(1 - \frac{1}{N_\text{qu}}\right) \quad (3) \\
W_\text{qu}(i) &= \left(\mu_\text{qu}^{-1}(i)U_\text{qu}(i)\right)\frac{\left(c^2_\text{aqu}(i) + c^2_\text{qu}(i)\right)}{2} \quad (4) \\
c^2_\text{aqu}(i) &= \frac{N_\text{qu}(i)c^2_\text{squ}(i)}{1 - U_\text{qu}(i))c^2_\text{aqu}(i)} \quad (5) \\
c^2_\text{atu} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N_\text{qu}} \frac{λ_\text{aqu}(i)c^2_\text{aqu}(i)}{λ_\text{a}^u} \quad (6) \\
λ^{-1}_\text{atu} &= \frac{λ^{-1}_\text{a}^u}{N_\text{qu}} \quad (7)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(i \in S_\text{qu}\), the set of QCs unloading containers.

Note that the QCs loading containers onto the vessel are also modeled using GI/G/1 queues. During the loading process, the containers are transferred to the QCs by the ALVs.
The arrival process inputs to the QCs ($\lambda^{-1}_q(i)$ and $c^2_{a_ql}(i)$) are obtained from the departure process outputs from the ALV network described in Section 5. The expressions to estimate the performance measures are similar to the ones included in Equation 4 and 5.

5 Model for Vehicle Transport

In this section, we first describe the queuing network for the vehicle transport process, and then explain the service time expressions at the travel nodes. Finally, we describe the methodology for reducing the vehicle network to evaluate the performance measures and link the network with the QC and the ASC models.

5.1 Description of Vehicle Transport Queuing Network

The queuing model for the vehicle transport is described in Figure 5a. As mentioned earlier, the vehicles perform both loading ($l$) and unloading ($u$) operations. The arrival process input to the vehicle transport network is characterized by the first moment and the SCV of the inter-arrival times for unloading ($\lambda^{-1}_{n_{tu}}, c^2_{n_{tu}}$) and loading operations ($\lambda^{-1}_{n_{tl}}, c^2_{n_{tl}}$). There are two classes of vehicles depending on the vehicle start point (as in Figure A.1, Appendix A) of processing a transaction: quayside or stackside, that are denoted by index $q$ and $s$, respectively. Containers that either need to be loaded or unloaded, queue at a virtual buffer $B_1$ and idle vehicles queue at buffer $B_2$.

Depending on the type of vehicle class ($q$ or $s$) and the type of request processed by the vehicle ($l$ or $u$), there are four service types. The expected service times for the four service types $ql, qu, sl$, and $su$, are denoted by $\tau^{-1}_{ql}$, $\tau^{-1}_{qu}$, $\tau^{-1}_{sl}$, and $\tau^{-1}_{su}$, respectively. The travel paths for the four service types are illustrated in Figure A.1. Table 4 describes the
vehicle class switching rule for the two vehicle classes and four service types. Since vehicles
are assigned randomly to the next transaction on arrival, the probability that a q or an s
class vehicle is assigned to transport a container from quayside to stackside (unloading a
container) is given by \( \frac{\lambda_{atu}}{\lambda_{atu} + \lambda_{atl}} \). Likewise, the probability that a q or a s class vehicle is
assigned to transport a container from stackside to quayside (loading a container) is given
by \( \frac{\lambda_{atl}}{\lambda_{atu} + \lambda_{atl}} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Class before Service</th>
<th>Transaction Type</th>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>Vehicle Class after Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quayside (q)</td>
<td>Load (l)</td>
<td>ql</td>
<td>Quayside (q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quayside (q)</td>
<td>Unload (u)</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>Stackside (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stackside (s)</td>
<td>Load (l)</td>
<td>sl</td>
<td>Quayside (q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stackside (s)</td>
<td>Unload (u)</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>Stackside (s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We now describe the derivations and the expressions for the service times in the four
vehicle service types, $ql$, $qu$, $sl$, and $su$. Note that the expressions are developed for the container terminal topology described in Figure 3. Also observe that $S_{qu}$ and $S_{q}$ are ordered sets (see Table 2); for instance if $S_{qu} = \{2, 3, 4\}$, we denote the value of the $i$-th element by $S_{qu}(i)$ ($S_{qu}(1) = 2$, $S_{qu}(2) = 3$, $S_{qu}(3) = 4$). Further, $N_{sq}(i)$ denotes the number of shortcut paths that can be used by ALVs originating from QC $i$, respecting the single direction travel on the path. Therefore, from Figure 3, $N_{sq}(1) = 6$. Likewise, $N_{sr}(i)$ denotes the number of stack blocks to the right of each QC $i$. In Figure 3, $N_{sr}(1) = 10$. The expected service times for the four service types $ql$, $qu$, $sl$, and $su$ are obtained in Appendix A.

Once we obtain the expected service times at the four service nodes, we can evaluate the performance of the vehicle network in isolation. However, to link the vehicle network model with the upstream QC resources and the downstream ASC resources, we also need the higher moments of the inter-departure times from the vehicle network. This motivates the need to reduce the vehicle network to a load-dependent station, which is the subject of the next subsection. Estimating the higher moments from the original vehicle queue network is very complex. Hence, we adopt a two-step approximation procedure to estimate the second moment from the vehicle queue network. In the first step, we reduce the subnetwork from the vehicle queue network (represented by $\Pi$ in Figure 5a) to an equivalent load-dependent station, $L_{d}$. Note that in the original network, the subnetwork $\Pi$ is product-form due to the presence of Infinite Server nodes with service time distributions having rational Laplace transforms (Chandy et al. [1975], Baskett et al. [1975]). Therefore, the subnetwork satisfies the conditions stated in the BCMP Theorem. We adopt the embedded Markov chain analysis procedure developed by Roy [2011] to estimate the second moment of inter-departure times from a semi-open network containing one load-dependent station. The performance measures such as vehicle utilization ($U_{t}$), and expected throughput times for loading and unloading containers ($T^{l}_{t}$ and $T^{u}_{t}$), are given in Equations 8-10. We define a
term $\gamma$ as the ratio between the busy vehicles processing unloading requests versus the busy vehicles processing loading requests ($\gamma = \frac{\hat{Q}_{\text{qu}} + \hat{Q}_{\text{su}}}{\hat{Q}_{\text{ql}} + \hat{Q}_{\text{sl}}}$). We use $\gamma$ to approximate the expected number of busy vehicles processing unloading and loading requests ($Q_u$ and $Q_l$) in the semi-open queuing network.

$$U_t = \frac{Q_b}{V}$$ (8)

$$E[T_u] = \frac{Q_u}{\lambda_{at_u}} + \frac{\mathbb{I}_t}{\lambda_{at_u} + \lambda_{at_l}}$$ (9)

$$E[T_l] = \frac{Q_l}{\lambda_{at_l}} + \frac{\mathbb{I}_t}{\lambda_{at_u} + \lambda_{at_l}}$$ (10)

where $Q_u \sim \frac{\gamma Q_b}{1+\gamma}$ and $Q_l \sim \frac{Q_b}{1+\gamma}$.

The departure process from the load-dependent station ($L_d$), corresponding to the vehicle network, is studied as a Markov renewal process, and the mean and SCV of the transaction inter-departure times from the vehicle queuing network ($\lambda_d^{-1}$ and $c_{d_t}^2$) are obtained by analyzing the Markov chain embedded at container departure instants from $L_d$. Since we approximate the inter-arrival times to Buffer $B_1$ with a Coxian 2-phase distribution and the load-dependent service times are exponential random variables, the transition matrix, $P_D$ has a special structure. We exploit the structure of this matrix, to determine the steady state stationary probability vector ($\Pi_D$) and the SCV of the inter-departure times, $c_{d_t}^2$. (The details of estimating the higher moments are explained in Roy [2011]).

$$c_{d_t}^2 = \frac{E[T_D^2] - E[T_D]^2}{E[T_D]^2}$$ (11)

$$c_{d_t}^2 = q_o c_{d_t}^2 + 1 - q_o$$ (12)

where $q_o = \frac{\lambda_{at_u}}{\lambda_{at_u} + \lambda_{at_l}}$.
6 Model for the ASCs

Each ASC resource is modeled as a $GI/G/1$ queue with two classes of transaction requests: loading and unloading containers. Note that each ASC maintains a single virtual queue to process the transactions. While the inter-arrival times for loading transactions to an ASC are exponential with mean $\lambda^{-1}_{a_{si}}(i)$, the inter-arrival times for unloading containers to the ASCs have a general distribution with parameters $\lambda^{-1}_{a_{su}}(i)$ and $c_{a_{su}}^2(i)$. Since, each ASC processes both loading and unloading, the expected service times for loading (retrieving) and unloading (stacking) containers are determined as follows. We first consider the case of storing the import containers in the stack during unloading operations. Two cases arise depending on the originating position of the ASC. Let $p_b = \frac{\lambda_{a_{si}}(i)}{\lambda_{a_{si}}(i) + \lambda_{a_{su}}(i)}$ and $p_i = \frac{\lambda_{a_{su}}(i)}{\lambda_{a_{si}}(i) + \lambda_{a_{su}}(i)}$ denote the probabilities of the ASC originating from the buffer location and the interior storage location, respectively. In case 1, the ASC travels from the stack buffer location to the stack location to store the container. If $(x_{li}, y_{mi})$ and $(x_{lj}, y_{mj})$ denote the origin and the destination location of the ASC, and $v_{sx}$ and $v_{sy}$ denote the speed of the trolley and the gantry crane, respectively, the travel time is expressed by $\max \left\{ \left( \frac{|x_{li} - x_{lj}|}{v_{sx}}, \frac{|y_{mi} - y_{mj}|}{v_{sy}} \right) \right\}$. However, in case 2, the dwell point of the ASC is at the interior of the stacks. So that it first has to retrieve the container from the buffer location and then travel back to store the container in the racks. Let the storage location coordinates be denoted as $(x_{lk}, y_{mk})$. Then the travel time for case 2 is given by $\max \left\{ \left( \frac{|x_{li} - x_{lj}|}{v_{sx}}, \frac{|y_{mi} - y_{mk}|}{v_{sy}} \right) \right\} + \max \left\{ \left( \frac{|x_{lk} - x_{lj}|}{v_{sx}}, \frac{|y_{mk} - y_{mj}|}{v_{sy}} \right) \right\}$. The movement of the ASC storing and retrieving containers in the stack is illustrated in Figure 6.

The container pick-up and drop-off time denoted by $L^s_t$ and $U^s_t$, take into account the vertical travel time of the crane. The service time for the ASCs for loading the containers is a mixture of the two service times (the random variables corresponding to the two cases are
denoted by $X_{s_l}$ and $X_{s_u}$ respectively). The expected service time, $\mu_{s_l}^{-1}(i)$, which depends upon the travel trajectory of the crane, is given by Equation 37 (see Appendix B).

We now develop the expected service time expression for the case of retrieving containers from the stack (for loading containers onto a vessel). Similar to the case of unloading operations, there are two cases depending on the dwell point of the ASC. In the first case, the ASC is present at the buffer location and has to travel to the stack retrieval location and transport the container to the destination buffer location. However, if the ASC is present at an interior stack location, it has to travel to the retrieval stack location and transport the container to the destination buffer location. If the retrieval location coordinates are denoted by $(x_{l_k}, y_{m_k})$, the expected service time, $\mu_{s_u}^{-1}(i)$, which depends upon the travel trajectory of the crane, is given by Equation 38 (see Appendix B). In a similar fashion, the second moment of the service time can be calculated by the expression, $p_b(E[X_{s_l}^2]) + p_i(E[X_{s_u}^2])$.

Since the arrival rate for stacking containers is uniform for unloading transactions, the arrival rate to a stack crane $i$, $\lambda_{a_{su}}(i)$ is given by $\frac{N}{N_s}$ (Equation 13). Further, using the splitting process idea, the SCV of the inter-arrival times for unloading transactions, $c_{a_{su}}^2(i)$, to each stack crane is given by Equations 14 and 15. Each stack crane is modeled as a single server station with an aggregated class entity (see Bitran and Tirupati [1988] and Satyam and Krishnamurthy [2008] for the expressions to determine expected throughput time and SCV of the inter-departure times for a multi-class single station open queue). The performance measures, such as ASC utilization ($U_s$), expected container waiting times, and throughput times at the cranes for unloading and loading containers, ($W_s^u(i)$ and $W_s^l(i)$), and ($E[T_s^u](i)$ and $E[T_s^l](i)$) are obtained using a similar approach adopted for the quayside. Hence, to obtain the SCV of the inter-departure times for the loading transactions at a station $i$, $c_{d_{sl}}^2(i)$, we invoke the SCV splitting equation on the SCV of the inter-departure times for the aggregated class (Equation 16). The SCV of the inter-departure times for
the aggregated class, $c_{d_{si}}^2(i)$, is in turn obtained using an expression similar to Equation 5, defined for the quayside.

The aggregated SCV of the inter-departure times from all ASC resources for the loading transactions, $c_{a_{tl}}^2$, forms the input (SCV of the inter-arrival times) to the vehicle network (Equation 17).

$$\lambda_{a_{su}}(i) = \frac{\lambda_u}{N_s} \quad (13)$$

$$c_{a_{su}}^2 = \frac{\lambda_{a_{su}}^2}{N_s} \quad (14)$$

$$c_{a_{su}}^2(i) = \frac{\lambda_{a_{su}}^2}{N_s} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{N_s} \right) \quad (15)$$

$$c_{d_{sj}}^2(i) = q_o c_{d_{si}}^2(i) + 1 - q_o \quad (16)$$

$$c_{a_{tl}}^2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_s} \lambda_{a_{sj}}(i)c_{d_{si}}^2(i)}{\lambda_{a_{tl}}} \quad (17)$$

where $i = 1, \ldots, N_s$ and $q_o = \frac{\lambda_{a_{sj}}(i)}{\lambda_{a_{sj}}(i) + \lambda_{a_{su}}(i)}$.

Figure 6: Illustration of ASC travel path for processing loading and unloading operations
7 Integrated Analytical Model for Overlapping Operations

The models for the QCs, ALV movement and ASCs were developed in Sections 4, 5, and 6 respectively. In this Section, we integrate these three models and develop an integrated model for the overlapping loading and unloading operations of a container terminal (Figure 7).

The nodes are connected using departure and arrival process information. In the model, the first and second moment information of the inter-departure times from the QC resources processing unloading transactions form the inter-arrival time information for the unloading transactions to the vehicle network. Likewise, the first and second moment information of the inter-departure times from the ASC resources processing loading transactions form the inter-arrival time information for the loading transactions to the vehicle network. Using these two pieces of information, the arrival process information to the vehicle network for processing unloading and loading transactions is complete. Now, the first and second moment of the inter-departure times from the vehicle network for the unloading transactions forms the inter-arrival time information for the unloading transactions for the ASC resources. Likewise, the first and second moment of the inter-departure times from the vehicle network for the loading transactions forms the inter-arrival time information for the loading transactions for the QC resources. However, to evaluate the network, the second moment information for the inter-arrival times of the loading transactions at the vehicle network and the inter-arrival times of the unloading transactions at the ASC queues are not available a priori. Hence, we develop an iterative convergence algorithm (IC) to estimate the second moments of the inter-arrival times and evaluate the network performance. The complete procedure to evaluate the queuing network model is included in Algorithm 1.

We now explain the steps of the solution algorithm. The solution approach begins with
the initialization of the input parameters \((\lambda_{a_{q_u}}^{-1}(i) \text{ and } c_{a_{q_u}}^2(i))\) to evaluate the performance of the QC resources processing unloading requests using \(GI/G/I\) queues. First, we determine the performance measures and the departure process information from the individual QCs processing unloading requests, \(c_{a_{q_u}}^2(i)\). Then, we use this information to determine the aggregated SCV of the inter-arrival times for the unloading requests from the QCs, \(c_{a_{q_u}}^2\).

To evaluate the reduced vehicle queuing network, the SCV of the inter-arrival times for the aggregated loading requests, \(c_{a_{l_t}}^2\), is also required. Since we do not have this information, we use an iterative procedure to arrive at the appropriate values. We first initialize \(c_{a_{l_t}}^2\) to take a value of 1.0 (also referred as \(c_{a_{l_t}}^2(curr)\)). We then evaluate the vehicle subnetwork and determine the SCV of inter-departure times, \(c_{a_t}^2\), using an approximate departure process analysis. Then using the splitting process, we determine the SCV of the inter-departure times for the unloading requests, \(c_{d_{q_u}}^2\), which forms the input for evaluating the performance of ASC resources. The ASC network is evaluated using the approach described in Section 6 and the aggregated SCV of the inter-departure times for the loading requests is determined.

**Figure 7: Queuing network model of overlapping operations**
The error component, \(|c_{a_{t_1}}^2 - c_{a_{t_1}}^2|\), is estimated. If the error exceeds the limit, then the vehicle network is re-evaluated using the new estimate of \(c_{a_{t_1}}^2\). Steps 8-12 in the algorithm are repeated until the error component becomes acceptable. Then, the performance measures of the vehicle transport process is evaluated using a CTMC with Cox 2-phase inputs. Finally, the performance of the QC resources processing loading requests is estimated using the SCV of the inter-departure times for the loading requests from the vehicle network \((c_{a_{t_1}}^2)\).

The expected throughput times for processing a loading and an unloading request, \(E[T_L]\) and \(E[T_U]\), are given by Equations 18 and 19, respectively.

\[
E[T_L] = E[T_L^q] + E[T_L^t] + E[T_L^s] \tag{18}
\]
\[
E[T_U] = E[T_U^q] + E[T_U^t] + E[T_U^s] \tag{19}
\]

The next section describes the numerical experiments and model validation results.

8 Numerical Experiments

We validate the results obtained from the queuing network model using a detailed simulation model built using AutoMod\(^\text{©}\) software v12.2.1 (www.automod.com). For each scenario, 15 replications are run with a warmup period of 24 hrs and a run time of 480 hrs (from about 86400 \((0.05 \times 3600 \times 24 \times 20)\) to 103680 combined container loading and unloading requests per simulation run), leading to 95% confidence intervals of the performance measures that lie within \(\pm 2\%\), \(\pm 5\%\), and \(\pm 15\%\) around the average for utilization, throughput time and queue length measures, respectively. The warmup period eliminates any initial bias due to system startup conditions such as the starting location of the vehicles and cranes. The 3D
simulation model captures the vehicle movement along the guide-paths and coordination delays at the quayside and at the stackside. The analytical model is executed using Matlab software. The IC algorithm always converged between 30-35 iterations.

Algorithm 1 Iterative Convergence (IC) Algorithm for the Vehicle Network

1: QC Unload: Initialize $\lambda_{a_{qu}}^{-1}, c_{a_{qu}}^2$
2: Compute $\lambda_{a_{qu}}^{-1}(i)$ and $c_{a_{qu}}^2(i)$ for $i = 1, \ldots, N_{a_{qu}}$ using Equations 1-3
3: Evaluate the performance of the unloading QCs and estimate $c_{d_{qu}}^2(i)$ using Equation 5
4: Vehicle and ASC Load/Unload: Reduce the vehicle subnetwork, $\Pi$, to a load-dependent station and compute service rates, $\alpha(n)$
5: Set $c_{a_{su}}^2$ using Equation 6, initialize $c_{a_{ti}}^2$(curr.) $\leftarrow 1$ and $\text{Error} \leftarrow \infty, \epsilon \leftarrow 0.00001$
6: procedure IC($c_{a_{ti}}^2$)
7: while $\text{Error} > \epsilon$ do
8: Evaluate vehicle network and compute the $c_{d_t}^2$ and $c_{a_{su}}^2$ using Eq. 11 and 12.
9: Estimate $c_{a_{su}}^2(i)$ for the ASCs using Eq. 14 and 15.
10: Evaluate the ASC network and estimate $c_{d_{ti}}^2(i)$ and $c_{a_{ti}}^2$ using Eq. 16 and 17.
11: $\text{Error} \leftarrow |c_{a_{ti}}^2(\text{curr}) - c_{a_{ti}}^2|$
12: $c_{a_{ti}}^2(\text{curr}) \leftarrow c_{a_{ti}}^2$
13: end while
14: return $c_{a_{ti}}^2$
15: end procedure
16: Vehicle: Evaluate the performance of the vehicle network
17: QC Load: Using $c_{d_{ti}}^2$, evaluate the performance of the loading QCs

We use an elaborate design of experiments to test the model at different levels of resource parameters. Each level of a resource parameter is associated with a level of utilization: Heavy and Non-heavy. The QC rate is varied at two levels: 35 (heavy) and 45 (non-heavy) cycles per hour; the number of ALVs is varied at two levels: 12 (heavy) and 15 (non-heavy); the number of stack blocks is varied at two levels: 14 (heavy) and 20 (non-heavy). In the case of 20 stack blocks, each stack has 40 bays, whereas in the case of 14 stack blocks, each stack has 57 bays, while the storage capacity is kept constant (Table 5). In Table 6, we list
the eight experiment categories that we adopt in this research.

Table 5: Design of experiments for model validation (Input) (from De Koster et al. [2004] and personal communication with ECT and APMT, Rotterdam staff)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quayside</th>
<th>Vehicle Transport</th>
<th>Stackside</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 Quay cranes</td>
<td>Area of 540m x 90m, 24,000 storage positions, 20 and 14 stacks, 5 buffer lanes/stack</td>
<td>Each stack has 6 rows and 5 tiers, capacity: 35 and 45 cycles/hr, 12 and 15 ALVs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 buffer lanes, velocity: 6 m/s</td>
<td>velocity: 3 m/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Experiment categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>QC Traffic</th>
<th>ALV Traffic</th>
<th>ASC Traffic</th>
<th>Arrival Rate (per hour)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>180-216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>191-212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>180-198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>191-202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>180-198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>194-202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>Non-heavy</td>
<td>180-198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>194-202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each experiment number, the container arrival rate is varied at 10 equidistant levels such that the resource utilization criteria are met, see Table 6. If the resource utilization exceeds 85%, we denote the traffic level as ‘heavy’, otherwise we denote it as ‘non-heavy.’ Note that we have three subnetworks (resources) here, QC, ALV, and ASC. Therefore, for a particular container arrival rate, none, some, or all resources will be subjected to heavy traffic depending on the resource service rate. In total, we analyze 80 scenarios using both the detailed simulation model as well as the analytical model. As an example, for experiment 8, the 10 scenarios are generated for heavy traffic levels (the QC utilizations vary between 92% and 96%, the ALV utilizations vary between 90% and 94%, and the ASC utilizations vary between 85% and 89%).

The histograms with the percentage absolute error distribution for all measures are
shown in Appendix C (Figures C.1-C.6). The average absolute error percentage in expected load and unload throughput time \(\mathbb{E}[T_l]\) and \(\mathbb{E}[T_u]\), QC utilization \(\mathbb{U}_q\), ASC utilization \(\mathbb{U}_s\), vehicle utilization \(\mathbb{U}_v\), and number of containers (loading and unloading) waiting for the QC \(L_l^q\) and \(L_u^q\), and ASC \(L_l^s\) and \(L_u^s\) are obtained by the expression \(\frac{A-S}{S} \times 100\), where \(A\) and \(S\) correspond to the estimate of the measures obtained from the analytical and simulation model, respectively.

Table 7 summarizes the results. For all resources, the averages are calculated over those experiments where the utilization of the resource is either ‘heavy’ or ‘non-heavy.’ The average errors in all performance measures (except \(L_l^l\) and \(L_u^u\)) are moderate. The average errors in resource utilizations are less than 1%, whereas the throughput time and the queue length estimates are less than 12% and 20%, respectively. We also observe that the stack crane performance measure approximations, which are modeled using Whitt’s two-moment approximation (and correction factor for heavy traffic), are accurate.

|resource| \(U_q\)| \(E[T_l]\)| \(L_l^q\)| \(U_s\)| \(E[T_s]\)| \(L_s^l\)| \(L_s^u\)| \(U_v\)| \(E[T_v]\)| \(L_v^l\)| \(L_v^u\)| \(L_l^l\) and \(L_l^u\)| \(L_u^l\) and \(L_u^u\)|
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|Heavy| 0.2%| 2.5%| 11.1%| 0.2%| 8.4%| 11.3%| 46.3%| 0.5%| 1.3%| 1.4%| 0.3%| 0.8%| 3.3%|
|Non-heavy| 0.2%| 2.5%| 11.1%| 0.2%| 8.4%| 11.3%| 46.3%| 0.5%| 1.3%| 1.4%| 0.3%| 0.8%| 3.3%|

The average errors for the combined container queue waiting for availability of ALVs (sum of \(L_l^l\) and \(L_u^u\)) in heavy traffic level is rather high (up to 46%). This error is large, but not unusual for heavy traffic situations (85%-95%) utilizations, due to strong non-linear growth of queues at such high utilizations (Jia and Heragu [2009], Roy [2011]). Note that we reduce the vehicle network to a load-dependent station. The most challenging part in evaluating the load-dependent queue is parameterizing the coefficient of variation of the load-dependent service times (Tolopka [1979]).

We observe that the average errors in total unload and load throughput time, which
are the measures of interest of this study, are less than 1.9% and 3.4%, with the maximum errors of 6.3% and 9.5%, respectively (see Figures C.8 and C.7 for distribution of errors). Hence, we are confident that our model gives sufficiently accurate estimates of container throughput times.

9 Design Insights: Efficient Stack Layout

We investigate the effect of different terminal configurations on the performance of the overlapping operations and identify good configurations that provide a significant performance advantage. We keep the container arrival rate constant for loading and unloading containers at 90/hr, and vary the stack configuration. The number of stack blocks \((N_s)\), the number of rows per stack block \((N_r)\), and the number of tiers per stack block \((N_t)\) are varied but the number of storage locations is fixed at 24000. \(N_s\) is varied between 10 and 120 with increments of 5, \(N_r\) is varied from 4 to 10 with increments of 2, and \(N_t\) has values 3 or 5. The fleet size is 40. QCs 1, 5, and 6 load containers to the vessel while QCs 2, 3, and 4 unload containers from the vessel. Some configurations appear to be unstable and have extremely high throughput times due to high stack crane utilization or high vehicle utilization. Table 8 shows the best five design choices for unloading operations only, whereas Table 9 shows the best five design choices for both loading and unloading operations. In both tables, we see that a large number of stack blocks and a large number of bays per stack block are not preferable for better throughput time performance. We also find that there are common design profiles that maximize the terminal performance for both single as well as overlapping operations. For instance, in this case, three out of five design profiles are common to both types of operations. Design profiles such as \(N_s = 15, N_r = 10, N_b = 32, N_t = 5\) and \(N_s = 20, N_r = 10, N_b = 24, N_t = 5\) are top performers. The throughput
times between the first and the fifth design configuration differ by about 5% in both single and overlapping operations. However, the expected throughput time for the three common configurations in the case of single operation differs by a maximum of 17% compared to the throughput time in the corresponding stack design in the case of overlapping operations (by assigning a weight of 50% each to loading and unloading operations).

10 Conclusions

This research is an initial attempt to develop an analytical model of an integrated container terminal with overlapping operations. The model captures the stochastic interactions among quayside, vehicle transport and stackside resources. The quayside and stackside resources are modeled using single-server queues, whereas the vehicle transport process is modeled using a multi-class semi-open queuing network with class switching. Integrating the vehicle movement submodel with the QC and the ASC submodels is complex because the higher moments of the inter-departure times from the vehicle transport network are unavailable. We address this complexity by first reducing the vehicle queuing network to a single-chain semi-open queuing network with a single load-dependent station. We approximate the higher moments of the inter-departure times from the vehicle network using embedded Markov chain analysis, and link the vehicle, ASC, and the QC models using an iterative convergence algorithm.

Using detailed simulations, we validate the analytical model at both heavy and non-heavy traffic conditions and also develop design insights. We show that there are good stack layout configurations common to both overlapping and single operations, i.e., good stack designs for single operations (in the top five) do not vary more than 17% in expected throughput times compared to the best designs for overlapping operations.
Table 8: Good terminal layout design choices with only unloading operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N_s</th>
<th>N_r</th>
<th>N_b</th>
<th>T_uq</th>
<th>E[T_uq] [sec]</th>
<th>U_t</th>
<th>E[T_u] [Sec]</th>
<th>U_s</th>
<th>E[T_s] [Sec]</th>
<th>E[T_u] [sec]</th>
<th>E[T_s] [sec]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>137.3</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>243.5</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>197.0</td>
<td>563.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>137.3</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
<td>262.8</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>173.6</td>
<td>578.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>137.3</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>224.7</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>224.7</td>
<td>585.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>137.3</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
<td>292.0</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td>156.8</td>
<td>586.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>137.3</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>304.1</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>152.8</td>
<td>594.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Good terminal layout design choices with both loading and unloading operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N_s</th>
<th>N_r</th>
<th>N_b</th>
<th>N_l</th>
<th>T_uq</th>
<th>E[T_uq] [Sec]</th>
<th>E[E_T] [Sec]</th>
<th>U_t</th>
<th>E[T_u] [Sec]</th>
<th>E[E_T] [Sec]</th>
<th>E[T_s] [Sec]</th>
<th>E[E_T] [Sec]</th>
<th></th>
<th>0.5E[T_u] + 0.5E[T_l] [sec]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>141.0</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>187.1</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>216.3</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>140.9</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>229.8</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>270.6</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>140.8</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>269.1</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>309.1</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>140.8</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>298.2</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>328.2</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>140.9</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>172.3</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>219.1</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A Estimating Vehicle Service Times

The various ALV service types are illustrated using Figure A.1.
A.1 Service Time Expressions for the Vehicle Service Types

The expected service time expressions for the four service types are described now. The notations adopted in developing the expected service time expressions for the four service types in the vehicle transport model can be found in Table 2.
**Expected service time expression for the ql service type:** In the ql service type, the vehicle’s starting position is at the quayside (after unloading a container for the vessel loading process). The vehicle needs to travel to the stackside to pickup another container and to transport it to the quayside. The expected travel times from quayside to the stackside and from stackside to the quayside for loading operations are denoted by $\tau_{qs}^{-1}$ and $\tau_{sq}^{-1}$, respectively.

To estimate $\tau_{qs}^{-1}$, three cases are developed based on the location of the destination stack block ($j$) relative to the location of the shortcut path corresponding to the QC index ($i$). In case 1, the travel time expression is derived when the destination stack block is located to the left of the shortcut path $SP_i$ corresponding to the quay crane, $QC_i$. In case 2, the destination stack block is located between the shortcut path $SP_i$ corresponding to the quay crane $QC_i$ and $QC_{N_q}$. Finally, in case 3, the destination stack block is located to the right of the last shortcut path corresponding to $QC_{N_q}$. The number of possible scenarios for travel between $N_{ql}$ QCs and $N_s$ ASCs is given by $N_{ql} \times N_s$. For purpose of illustration, we explain the derivation of the service time expression corresponding to the case 1 where $i = 1, \ldots, N_{ql}$, and $j = 1, \ldots, N_s - N_{sr}(S_{ql}(i))$. The subexpression $\frac{D_{ex}}{2h_v} + \frac{W_{bl} + ((N_{by} - 1)W_{by})/2}{h_v}$ denotes the vehicle travel at the quayside buffer area. The subexpression $\frac{W_{i}}{h_v}$ denotes vertical travel time along the shortcut path (y-axis); the subexpression $\frac{W_{bs}}{2h_v} + (N_s - N_{sr}(S_{ql}(i)) - j) \left(\frac{W_s + W_{bs}}{h_v}\right) + \frac{W_s}{2h_v}$ denotes the travel time along the stackside area to reach the destination stack $j$ from the QC index $S_{ql}(i)$. The final travel time component $\frac{D_{sl}}{h_v}$ denotes the travel time in the buffer lane at the destination stack block $j$. 
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Case 1: $\tau_{qs,i,j}^{-1} = \frac{W_{bl} + ((N_{bq} - 1)W_{bs})/2}{h_v} + \frac{D_{ex}}{2h_v} + \frac{W_l}{h_v}
+ \frac{(N_s - N_{sr}(S_{qi}(i)) - j)\left(\frac{W_s + W_{bs}}{h_v}\right)}{2h_v} + \frac{W_s + W_{bs}}{2h_v} + \frac{D_{sl}}{h_v}$

for $i = 1, \ldots, N_q, j = 1, \ldots, N_s - N_{sr}(S_{qi}(i))$

Case 2: $\tau_{qs,i,j}^{-1} = \frac{W_{bl} + ((N_{bq} - 1)W_{bs})/2}{h_v} + \frac{D_{ex}}{2h_v} + \frac{(j - (N_s - N_{sr}(i)))(D_{in} + D_{ex})}{h_v}$

$\tau_{qs,i}^{-1} = \frac{W_l}{h_v} + \frac{W_s + W_{bs}}{2h_v} + \frac{D_{sl}}{h_v}$

for $i = 1, \ldots, N_q, S_{qi}(i) \neq N_q,$

$\tau_{qs,i}^{-1} = \frac{W_{bl} + ((N_{bq} - 1)W_{bs})/2}{h_v} + \frac{D_{ex}}{2h_v} + \frac{(N_{sr}(S_{qi}(i)) + N_{sq}(S_{qi}(i)))}{h_v}$

for $i = 1, \ldots, N_q, j = N_s - N_{sr}(S_{qi}(i)) + N_{sq}(S_{qi}(i)), \ldots, N_s$

Similarly, expected vehicle travel time from stackside to quayside is provided by Equation 24. The components of expected travel time in Equation 24 are explained now. The travel time expression consists of three travel segments. The first travel segment is along the stack block. It includes traveling from the originating stack block $j$'s buffer lane to the end of the segment \(\left(\frac{W_s + W_{bs}}{h_v}\right)\). The second travel segment includes travel along the width of the travel path \(\left(\frac{W_l}{h_v}\right)\). The third travel segment comprises multiple subsegment travel components. The first travel subsegment is to reach the quayside area \(\left(\frac{L_p}{h_v}\right)\). The second is to reach the destination QC $S_{qi}(i)$, \(\left(\frac{D_{in} + D_{ex}}{h_v}\right)\). The final subsegment is to reach the destination buffer lane at the QC \(\left(\frac{W_{bs} + ((N_{bq} - 1)W_{bs})/2}{h_v}\right)\).
\[
\tau^{-1}_{sqi} = \frac{1}{(N_{qi}N_{s})} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{qi}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{s}} \left( \frac{W_s}{2h_v} + (j - 1) \frac{W_s + W_{bs}}{h_v} + \frac{W_l}{h_v} + \frac{L_l}{h_v} + \right.
\]
\[
+ \frac{W_{bl} + ((N_{bq} - 1)W_{bq})/2}{h_v} + \frac{D_{ex}}{2h_v} + (S_{qi}(i) - 1) \frac{D_{in} + D_{ex}}{h_v} + \frac{D_{sl} + D_{e}}{h_v} \right)
\] (24)

After considering the deterministic container loading and unloading times (\(L_t\) and \(U_t\)) along with the travel time expressions \(\tau^{-1}_{sqi}\) and \(\tau^{-1}_{qsu}\), we obtain the expected travel time, \(\tau^{-1}_{ql}\), for the ql service type (Equation 25).

\[
\tau^{-1}_{ql} = \tau^{-1}_{qsu} + \tau^{-1}_{qsu} + L_v^u + U_v^u
\] (25)

*Expected service time expression for the su service type:* In the su service type, the vehicle’s starting position is from the stackside (after unloading the container at the stack buffer position). The vehicle needs to travel to the quayside to retrieve another container (that was unloaded by the QC from the vessel) and transport it to the destination stack block for storage. The expected travel times from stackside to quayside and from quayside to stackside for loading operations are denoted by \(\tau^{-1}_{squ}\) and \(\tau^{-1}_{qsu}\), respectively.

\(\tau^{-1}_{qsu}\) can be derived in a similar manner by using the constant \(N_{qu}\) and the set \(S_{qu}\) instead of \(N_{qi}\) and the set \(S_{qi}\), respectively in Equations 20-23. \(\tau^{-1}_{squ}\) can be derived in a similar manner by using the set \(N_{qu}\) instead of \(N_{qi}\) in Equation 24. Using the expressions for \(\tau^{-1}_{squ}\), \(\tau^{-1}_{qsu}\), and loading/unloading times (\(L_t, U_t\)), \(\tau^{-1}_{su}\) is expressed using Equation 26.

\[
\tau^{-1}_{su} = \tau^{-1}_{squ} + \tau^{-1}_{qsu} + L_v^u + U_v^u
\] (26)

*Expected service time expression for the qu service type:* To estimate \(\tau^{-1}_{qu}\), two cases arise.
In case 1, the destination unloading QC is to the right of the originating vehicle’s current QC. In this case, the vehicle needs to switch to the appropriate buffer lane and travel to the destination QC buffer lane. On the other hand, if the destination unloading QC is to the left of the vehicle’s current QC, the vehicle needs to complete one loop along the rectangular path to reach the destination QC buffer lane due to unidirectional travel path (case 2). Equation 27 provides the expression for expected travel to switch between the origin and the destination buffer lanes. The expressions for the cases 1 and 2 are given by Equations 28 and 29 respectively. Using the two equations, the expression for $\tau_{qqu}^{-1}$ is given by Equation 30.

$$T_{in} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_b} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{bq}} \frac{1}{h_v N_{bq}^2} W_{bq}|i - j|$$ (27)

**Case 1:** $\tau_{qqu}(i, j)^{-1} = \left( \frac{D_{ex} + D_{in}}{h_v} \right) (S_{qu}(j) - S_{qu}(i)) + T_{in}$ (28)

for $i \in S_{ql}, j \in S_{qu}, j \geq i$

**Case 2:** $\tau_{qqu}(i, j)^{-1} = \frac{W_{bl} + ((N_{bq} - 1)W_{bq})/2}{h_v} + 2 \left( \frac{W_l - 2W_{bl}}{h_v} \right) + \left( \frac{W_{bs}/2}{h_v} \right) + \left( \frac{D_{ex}/2}{h_v} \right) + \left( \frac{(S_{ql}(j) - 1)(D_{ex} + D_{in})}{h_v} \right) + \left( \frac{(W_{bl} + (N_{bq} - 1)W_{bq}/2)}{h_v} \right)$ (29)

for $i \in S_{ql}, j \in S_{qu}, j < i$

$$\tau_{qqu}^{-1} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{ql}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{qu}} \frac{1}{(N_{ql}N_{qu})} \tau_{qqu}(i, j)^{-1}$$ (30)

Using the quantities, $\tau_{qqu}^{-1}$ and $\tau_{qsu}^{-1}$, the expected service time expression for the $qu$ service
type is given by Equation 31.

\[ \tau^{-1}_{qu} = \tau^{-1}_{qu_a} + \tau^{-1}_{qs_u} + L^v_t + U^v_t \quad (31) \]

**Expected service time expression for the sl service type:** In the sl service type, the vehicle travels from one stack block to another to pick up the container and then travels to the quayside to deposit the container at the QC buffer lane. Therefore, we develop two cases to determine the expected travel time of a vehicle to travel from its current stack location to the destination stack location. In case 1, the destination stack block is to the left of the origin stack block. Therefore, the vehicle travels along the stackside travel path to reach the destination stack location \( \frac{(W_s+W_{bs})(i-j)}{h_v} \). Travel along the stackside buffer lane at the origin and at the destination location is given by \( \frac{2D_{sl}}{h_v} \). In case 2, the vehicles needs to travel along the rectangular loop to reach the destination stack location because the destination stack block cannot be directly accessed along the stackside travel path.

**Case 1:**
\[
\tau^{-1}_{ss_l}(i,j)^{-1} = \frac{(W_s + W_{bs})(i - j) + 2D_{sl}}{h_v} \quad (32)
\]

for \( i \in N_s, j \in N_s, j \leq i \)

**Case 2:**
\[
\tau^{-1}_{ss_l}(i,j)^{-1} = \frac{((i-1)(W_s + W_{bs}) + D_v + 2(W_l - W_{bl}) + L_l + 2D_{ex} + D_{in})}{h_v} \quad (33)
\]
\[
+ \frac{\delta(W_s + W_{bs}) + (W_s + W_{bs})/2 + 2D_{sl}}{h_v} \quad (34)
\]

for \( \delta = (N_s - N_{sr}(C_{sb}(i)) - j); i = 1, \ldots, N_s; j = 1, \ldots, N_s; j > i \)

\[
\tau^{-1}_{ss_l} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} \sum_{j=1}^{N_s} \frac{1}{(N_s^2)} \tau_{ss_l}(i,j)^{-1} \quad (35)
\]

By using Equation 35 along with the expression for \( \tau^{-1}_{sq_u} \) and the loading/unloading times,
we can provide the expected service time expression for the sl service type (Equation 36).

\[
\tau_{sl}^{-1} = \tau_{ssi}^{-1} + \tau_{sqi}^{-1} + L_t^s + U_t^s \tag{36}
\]

**B Estimating Stack Crane Service Times**

\[
\mu_{sl}^{-1}(i) = \frac{p_b}{N_b N_r^3} \left( \sum_{l_i=1}^{N_r} \sum_{l_k=1}^{N_r} \sum_{l_j=1}^{N_r} \left( \max \left( \frac{|x_{l_i} - x_{l_k}|}{v_{sx}}, \frac{|y_{l_i} - y_{l_k}|}{v_{sy}} \right) \right) \right) \\
+ \max \left( \frac{|x_{l_k} - x_{l_j}|}{v_{sx}}, \frac{|y_{l_k} - y_{l_j}|}{v_{sy}} \right) \right) \\
+ \frac{p_i}{N_b^2 N_r^3} \left( \sum_{l_i=1}^{N_r} \sum_{l_k=1}^{N_r} \sum_{l_j=1}^{N_r} \left( \max \left( \frac{|x_{l_i} - x_{l_k}|}{v_{sx}}, \frac{|y_{l_i} - y_{l_k}|}{v_{sy}} \right) \right) \right) + L_t^s + U_t^s \tag{37}
\]

\[
\mu_{su}^{-1}(i) = \frac{p_b}{N_b N_r^2} \left( \sum_{l_i=1}^{N_r} \sum_{l_j=1}^{N_r} \left( \max \left( \frac{|x_{l_i} - x_{l_j}|}{v_{sx}}, \frac{|y_{l_i} - y_{l_j}|}{v_{sy}} \right) \right) \right) \\
+ \max \left( \frac{|x_{l_i} - x_{l_j}|}{v_{sx}}, \frac{|y_{l_i} - y_{l_j}|}{v_{sy}} \right) \right) \\
+ \frac{p_i}{N_b^2 N_r^3} \left( \sum_{l_k=1}^{N_r} \sum_{l_k=1}^{N_r} \sum_{l_j=1}^{N_r} \left( \max \left( \frac{|x_{l_k} - x_{l_j}|}{v_{sx}}, \frac{|y_{l_k} - y_{l_j}|}{v_{sy}} \right) \right) \right) + L_t^s + U_t^s \tag{38}
\]

From Equations 37 and 38, we can express the expected service time of the ASC resource (i), using Equation 39.

\[
\mu_{s}^{-1}(i) = p_b \mu_{s_l}^{-1}(i) + p_i \mu_{s_u}^{-1}(i) \tag{39}
\]
C Distribution of Absolute Percentage Errors

Figure C.1: Percentage absolute errors for the quay cranes with heavy traffic

Figure C.2: Percentage absolute errors for the quay cranes with non-heavy traffic
Figure C.3: Percentage absolute errors for the ALVs with heavy traffic

Figure C.4: Percentage absolute errors for the ALVs with non-heavy traffic
Figure C.5: Percentage absolute errors for the ASCs with heavy traffic

Figure C.6: Percentage absolute errors for the ASCs with non-heavy traffic
Figure C.7: Percentage absolute errors for the expected load throughput times

Figure C.8: Percentage absolute errors for the expected unload throughput times
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